
 

COVID-19: LIFE AND DEATH ON THE 

FRONTLINE 

 
类型：纪录片 
Genre: Documentary, Covid-19 
Duration: 50min x 2 episodes 
 
时长：50 分钟 x 2 集 
可授权区域：全球 
 
Synopsis: 

Co-produced by Jiangsu Broadcasting 
Corporation and Lion TV, the documentary "COVID-
19: LIFE AND DEATH ON THE FRONTLINE" directly 
brings the audience to the heart of China's fight 
against the COVID-19 epidemic. Telling a story of a 
how the medics step forward to lend help to Hubei 
and fight in the heart of the storm, the documentary 
records the truth, the emotions and the moments of 
life and death during the fight. This is a story of 
bravery, ingenuity, sacrifice and the resilience of the 
human spirit, revealing a real picture of China's fight 
against the COVID-19 epidemic. 

 
Trailer:  
https://vimeo.com/520917039 

 
Link： 
https://pan.baidu.com/s/1gxUswX-

LrQxNj2v3YK0Y8g  
Password：jsbc  

 

https://vimeo.com/520917039
https://pan.baidu.com/s/1gxUswX-LrQxNj2v3YK0Y8g
https://pan.baidu.com/s/1gxUswX-LrQxNj2v3YK0Y8g


 

Taste·Jiangsu  

Length: 26 min x 9 episodes 
Language: Chinese 
Genre: Documentary 
 
Synopsis: 
This series systematically introduces Jiangsu eating 
custom. It takes a view from the south to the north, 
including past and present. It illustrates abundant 
feasts and street food, presenting “Su Style” through 
waters and mountains. The series emphasizes diverse 
tastes and features of food in Jiangsu, distinct eating 
customs between south and north. It focuses on 
creations, alterations and emotions in food as well as 
relations between personalities and cuisine.  
 
Sample: https://vimeo.com/344720012 
 
EP1: Elegant and Civil   EP2: Huaiyang Style 1 
EP3: Huaiyang Style 2 EP4: The North Style 
EP5: Mixed Style EP6: Seasons 
EP7: Street Food EP8: Flavors 
EP9: Natural  

 
 

 

Tales From Modern China  
Genre: Documentary 
Length: 23min x 6 episodes 
Language: English 
Sub:Chinese & English 
 
Introduction: Tales from Modern China explores one 
of the most varied and surprising countries in the 
world – China. From the remote mountains and 
ethnic diversity of the South-West, to the frozen 
lands of the North-East, from arid deserts to 
teeming cities, the team travel the length and 
breadth of the country unearthing stories of 
modern China. 
 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/219947086 
 
Sample: https://vimeo.com/230406976 

 

https://vimeo.com/344720012
https://vimeo.com/219947086
https://vimeo.com/230406976

